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ABSTRACT

Feature models have been widely adopted to reuse the requirements of a set of similar products in a domain. When constructing feature models, it is difficult to always ensure the consistency of feature models. Therefore, tolerating inconsistencies is important during the construction of feature models. The usual way of tolerating inconsistencies is to find the minimal unsatisfiable core. However, identifying the minimal unsatisfiable core is time-consuming, which decreases itself the practicability.

In this paper, we propose a priority based approach to tolerating inconsistencies in feature models efficiently. The basic idea of our approach is to find the weaker unsatisfied constraints, while keeping the rest of the feature model consistent. Our approach tolerates inconsistencies with the help of priority based operations while building feature models. To this end, we adopt the constraint hierarchy theory to express the degree of domain analysts’ confidence on constraints (i.e. the priorities of constraints) and tolerate inconsistencies in feature models. Experiments have been conducted to demonstrate that our system can scale up to large feature models.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software—Domain engineering
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1. INTRODUCTION

Feature models [6, 7] have been widely adopted to reuse the requirements of a set of similar products in a domain. During the process of products reuse, specific products that satisfy all the constraints are derived from feature models. Inconsistent feature models contain contradictory constraints that cannot be satisfied at the same time, leading to no valid products derivable from them [13]. However, it is difficult to always ensure the consistency of feature models, during the construction of feature models. Therefore, tolerating inconsistencies is important when constructing feature models.

The usual way of tolerating inconsistencies is to find the minimal unsatisfiable core in inconsistent feature models. However, identifying the minimal unsatisfiable core is time-consuming [9], which decreases itself the practicability.

In this paper, we propose a priority based approach to tolerating inconsistencies in feature models efficiently. Our approach tolerates inconsistencies with the help of priority based operations while building feature models. To this end, we adopt the constraint hierarchy theory [5], a known practical theory in user interface construction, to express the degree of domain engineers’ confidence on constraints (i.e. the priorities of constraints) and tolerate inconsistencies in feature models. The main contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:

- We show the importance of the constraint hierarchy theory in tolerating inconsistencies in feature models, and we adopt it to divide a feature model into the consistent feature model part and pending constraint set part, which will help tolerate inconsistencies in feature models.

- We make the first attempt of conducting a constraint hierarchy system1 for tolerating inconsistencies in feature models, through adapting and extending an existing incremental algorithm-SkyBlue [10, 11].

1See http://sei.pku.edu.cn/~wangbo07/ for more details.
• We have conducted the experiments on our system, which demonstrates that our approach scales up to very large feature models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminary knowledge on feature models, constraint hierarchy and SkyBlue. Section 3 gives an overview of our approach. Section 4 amplifies our approach. Section 5 illustrates the scalability of our approach. Section 6 discusses the related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper and highlights the future work.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first describe feature models, followed by the introduction to the constraint hierarchy theory and SkyBlue. All these three serve as the fundamental supports for tolerating inconsistencies in feature models.

2.1 Feature Model

A feature model organizes the requirements of the products in a domain, in terms of features and the relationships between them. A simplified feature model of the mobile phone domain [3], which adopts our meta model of feature models [15], is shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1: A simplified example of the mobile phone domain](image)

A feature is a software characteristic with sufficient user or customer value, which essentially denotes a cohesive set of individual requirements [14]. In feature models, if a feature is bound (i.e. selected and implemented in a product), so is its parent. A mandatory feature should be bound if its parent is bound. An optional feature can be unbound (i.e. deselected and not implemented in a product), even if its parent is bound.

There are three kinds of simple constraints on two features, namely requires, m-requires, and excludes. If feature A requires feature B, it indicates that B must be bound when A is bound. If feature A m-requires feature B, it means that A and B should be bound or unbound at the same time. If feature A excludes feature B, it indicates that they cannot be bound at the same time.

There are three kinds of predicates on a set of features, namely All, Alternative and Or. Predicates All, Alternative, and Or indicate these predicates are true only if all, only one, and at least one features are bound in their feature sets, respectively. For instance, Single-Set (Basic, Color, High Resolution) indicates that this predicate is true when only one kind of screens can be chosen in a product.

Based on the predicates, there are three kinds of composite constraints on two feature sets, composite-requires, composite-m-requires, and composite-excludes. For example, given All-Set(Media) composite requires Or-Set(Camera, MPS), if All-Set (Media) is true, Or-Set (Camera, MPS) must be true. For the details of the composite constraints, see sub-section 4.1.

Products are derived from a feature model by binding and unbinding constraints. A valid derived product must satisfy all the constraints in the feature model. A feature model contains inconsistencies if no valid products can be found to satisfy all the constraints in this feature model [13]. These inconsistencies are caused by the contradictory constraints in feature models.

2.2 Constraint Hierarchies and SkyBlue

When a solver is used to check inconsistent models, it is not enough for the solver to just signal the detected inconsistencies. The constraint hierarchy theory [5] provides a way to handle the detected inconsistencies through maintaining constraint hierarchies. A constraint hierarchy contains a set of constraints, each assigned with a priority, indicating the importance of the constraint. Given an inconsistent model, a constraint solver makes sure that stronger constraints are satisfied, through unsatisfying the contradictory weaker constraints.

SkyBlue is an incremental constraint solver that uses local propagation to maintain the constraint hierarchies. It has been successfully applied in many GUI systems. SkyBlue requires that methods can be derived from constraints (explained later in this sub-section), and thus is not applicable to some kinds of constraints. One important finding of our approach is that the constraints in feature models satisfy the prerequisite of SkyBlue (with minor extension) and thus can enjoy the performance boost of SkyBlue (see Section 4).

![Figure 2: A simple example for SkyBlue](image)

The input of SkyBlue is a set of variables and the constraints on these variables. The output of SkyBlue is a set of values that satisfy stronger constraints and leave the contradictory weaker constraints unsatisfied.

In SkyBlue, each constraint is equipped with one or more methods. SkyBlue satisfies a constraint by selecting one of its methods and executing the selected method. SkyBlue enforces a constraint by choosing one method for this constraint and revoke a constraint by choosing no methods for this constraint. A constraint is enforced if it has a selected method, otherwise, it is unenforced. The variables and the constraints form the constraint graph. The constraint graph, together with the selected methods, forms the method graph.
The output of SkyBlue, the value set for variables, is calculated through constructing and executing a locally-graph-better (called LGB) method graph. A method graph is LGB if there are no method conflicts and there are no enforced constraints that could be enforced by revoking one or more weaker constraints (and possibly changing the selected methods for other enforced constraints with the same or stronger strength) [10].

As a simple example, the method graphs in Fig. 2 has four constraints C1, C2, C3 and C4 on three variables A, B and C. Each constraint has one or more methods to make the constraint hold (for instance, two methods are given to satisfy C3 by either calculating B from C or calculating C from B). To satisfy every constraint, SkyBlue tries to select a method from each constraint, as shown in the upper right of Fig. 2, but there is a method conflict (inconsistency): variable A is determined by two methods, namely, A=5 and A=10-B. To resolve this conflict, we have to revoke some weaker constraint to enforce the stronger constraints. SkyBlue finds the strong constraints that can be enforced, while leaving the weaker constraints unenforced by constructing LGB method graph. The LGB method graph of this example is shown in the middle right of Fig. 2, where C1 is revoked. After executing the selected methods in the LGB method graph, A equals to 5, B equals to 1, and C equals to 6, which satisfy the three stronger constraints, namely C2, C3 and C4. C1 may be reinforced automatically when its contradictory constraints are deleted. For example, if C4 is deleted, a new LGB method graph is constructed, in which constraint C1 is reenforced by selecting method “A equals to 5”, as shown in the lower right of Fig. 2.

3. APPROACH OVERVIEW

In this section, we first give an overview of our approach, and then we use an example to illustrate how to tolerate inconsistencies in feature models.

3.1 Feature Model Inconsistency Tolerance

In our approach, a feature model is divided into two parts, namely the consistent feature model part (called CFM part) and the pending constraint set part (called PCS part). The PCS contains weaker constraints that conflict with some stronger constraints in the CFM. If the PCS is empty, the feature model is consistent. Domain analysts work on the CFM to construct the feature model and work on the PCS to handle the tolerated inconsistencies. An overview of the inconsistency tolerance is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Feature model inconsistency tolerance

We divide a feature models into the CFM and the PCS through constructing LGB method graphs. The CFM consists of the enforced constraints in the LGB method graph, and the PCS consists of the unenforced constraints in the LGB method graph. After a new LGB method graph is constructed, the CFM and the PCS are updated.

1. If the constructed LGB method graph does not contain any unenforced constraints, the PCS is empty and the CFM contains all the constraints in the feature model. At this moment, the feature model is consistent.
2. If the constructed LGB method graph contains one or more weaker unenforced constraints, the constraints in the PCS are replaced with these unenforced constraints and the constraints in the CFM are replaced with the enforced constraints in the LGB method graph. At this moment, the feature model is inconsistent.

Four kinds of operations on the CFM are provided to help domain analysts construct feature models. When constructing feature models, domain analysts can add a constraint with priority into the CFM or delete a constraint from it. Domain analysts can change priorities of constraints when constructing feature models.

There are three conditions on which the enforced constraints in the CFM may become unenforced and thus are put into the PCS: 1) their priorities are reduced; 2) the priorities of their contradictory weaker constraints in the PCS are raised; 3) some contradictory stronger constraints are added. When these conditions are met, we generate a new LGB method graph to update the CFM and the PCS.

Three kinds of operations on the PCS are provided to help domain analysts handle the tolerated inconsistencies. If the domain analysts become more confident about a constraint in the PCS, he can raise its priority. The possibility of reinforcing this constraint become larger as its priority rises. If the domain analysts become less confident about a constraint, he can reduce its priority. The possibility of enforcing this constraint becomes smaller as its priority decreases. If domain analysts believe some constraints do not represent the correct relationships among the features, they can delete them from the in pending constraint set.

There are three conditions on which the unenforced constraints in the PCS can be re-enforced again, and thus are put into the CFM: 1) their priorities are raised; 2) their contradictory stronger constraints in the PCS are deleted; 3) the priorities of their contradictory stronger constraints in the CFM are reduced. When these conditions are met, we generate a new LGB method graph to update the CFM and the PCS.

3.2 An Example

To demonstrate how we tolerate inconsistencies in feature models, let us see how to find the CFMs and the PCSs, and handle the tolerated inconsistencies in the feature model in Fig. 4.

Suppose all the constraints have been added into the feature model except “feature C excludes feature D” (the red part in Fig. 4). The feature model is consistent before adding “feature C excludes feature D”, since the LGB shown in Fig. 4(b) contains no unenforced constraints. At this moment, the PCS is empty. Note that even some variables are determined by more than one method in the LGB method graph, no conflict happens, because these variables are set to the same value (see Section 4 for more detail).

When the “exclude” constraint is added and enforced, a LGB method graph, in which the constraints “Mandatory D”
and “feature E requires feature D” are revoked, is generated. The PCS consists of these two revoked constraints.

Domain analysts can delete the constraint “feature D requires feature E” if they believe the “require” constraint dose not represents the correct relationship between feature D and E. If domain analysts have more confidence on the “Mandatory D” than before, they raise its priority to 5. Then our approach will try to enforce it by constructing a new LGB. In the new LGB method graph, only “feature B requires feature C” is revoked. The PCS is updated, and it only contains the “require” constraint.

4. TOLERATE INCONSISTENCIES IN FEATURE MODELS

In this section, we will describe how we adopt the constraint hierarchy theory by revising and extending SkyBlue to tolerate inconsistencies in feature models.

4.1 Map Feature Models to Constraint Graphs

To use SkyBlue to detect and tolerate inconsistencies, the first thing is to map the elements of feature models to the elements of SkyBlue constraint graphs.

The mapping consists of two steps: 1) each feature of the feature model is mapped to a variable of the SkyBlue constraint graph; 2) each constraint of the feature model is mapped to a SkyBlue constraint (called SBC) that is represented by a set of methods.

SkyBlue cannot be generalized to derive methods from some “inequality-like” constraints. But feature models are different from this general case. In feature models, each feature can have only two states: 1) bound; 2) unbound. Therefore, it is possible to derive methods for constraints in feature models, through combinations of the states of “certain” features. Concrete rules for the mapping from feature models to constraint graphs are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Binding a feature (Bind(feature)) sets the bind state of the feature bound. Unbinding a feature (Unbind(feature)) sets the bind state of the feature unbound. Predicate on a feature set represents the value of the predicate of a feature set. In our approach, simple constraints can be represented by a composite constraint. For example, “feature A excludes feature B” can be represented as “All-Set(A) composite-excludes All-Set(B).

In Table 2, each kind of group predicates is associated with a set of methods that can be executed to set the predicate True or False. These predicate methods, together with the composite constraint methods, can map a composite constraint to an SBC. For example, given a composite constraint “All-Set(A,B) composite-excludes Alternative-Set(C,D)”, methods are generated through combination of the states of the features in the two sets. The four derived methods are \{Unbind(A)\}, \{Unbind(B)\}, \{Unbind(C), Unbind(D)\}, and \{Bind(C), Bind(D)\}.

4.2 Construct LGB Method Graphs

In our approach, we divide a feature model into the CFM and the PCS, and provide priority-based operations through constructing LGB method graphs. To construct LGB method graphs for feature models’ tolerance, we have to extend and revise SkyBlue through: 1) redefining method conflicts; 2) specializing the execution process.

An LGB method graph is constructed under the following conditions: 1) a new constraint is added/deleted to the CFM; 2) the priority of a constraint in the CFM/PCS is changed. The pseudo codes are shown below.

Add/delete a constraint in CFM

```
ConstructCFM(Constraint SBC, Boolean isAdd){
   If(isAdd){
      ConstructLGB(Constraint SBC)
   }Else{
      UnenforcedCnsSet = collectUnenforcedConstraints();
      While(UnenforcedCnsSet != null){
         unenforcedCn = UnenforcedCnsSet.get();
         ConstructLGB(SBC);
      }
   }
}
```
Constructing an LGB method graph involves enforcing the constraints in the constraint graph. To enforce a constraint, we select a method for it, change the methods of the constraints with the same or stronger priorities, or revoke one or more weaker constraints. This process is called constructing a method vine or mvine. When an mvine for the newly-added SBC is built, the SBC is successfully enforced.

Note that each time a constraint is successfully enforced (i.e. an mvine is constructed), one or more weaker constraints may be revoked. To construct an LGB method graph, these revoked constraints are added to the unenforced constraint set. Then our algorithm repeatedly tries to enforce all the constraints in the unenforced constraint set by constructing mvines for these constraints, until none of the constraints can be enforced. This process terminates because of the finite number of constraints. The pseudo code of constructing an LGB method is shown below.

### Construct an LGB method graph

```plaintext
ConstructLGB(Constraint SBC){
   // set before enforce the newly-added SBC
   clearUnenforcedCnSet();
   addToUnenforcedCnSet(SBC);
   While(UnenforcedCnSet != null){
      unenforcedCn = UnenforcedCnSet.get();
      buildMvine(unenforcedCn, unenforcedCnSet);
   }
}
```

SkyBlue uses a backtracking depth-first search to build mvines. The pseudo code of building a mvine is shown as follows:

### Build a Mvine for a unenforced constraint

```plaintext
buildMvine(Constraint root){
   While (root has methods){
      Method m = getMethod();
      If(!checkConflicts()){
         return true;
      }Else{
         Constrint cn = getConflictsConstraint();
         If(cn weaker than root){
            revokeConstring(cn);
            return true;
         }Else{
            If(buildMvine(cn))
               return true;
         }
      }
      return false; // start backtrack
   }
}
```

To apply the SkyBlue to detect and tolerate inconsistencies in feature models, our algorithm redelines method conflict and revises the SkyBlue algorithm for building mvines. In SkyBlue, a conflict happens when a variable is determined by more than one method. In our approach, the variables in the constraint graph can only be bound and unbound. Therefore, even if a variable is determined by more than one method, it may not cause a conflict (e.g. see variable B in Fig. 4). A conflict happens only when this variable is set to different value by different methods.

In SkyBlue, if an LGB method graph contains directed cycles, it is not possible to find an execution sort to satisfy all the variables in the LGB method graph. However, our approach can just execute all the methods to satisfy all the constraints, because all the methods set a variable to a fixed value.

## 5. PERFORMANCE

In this section, we investigate whether our approach can scale up to large feature models. To evaluate the scalability, we randomly generate feature models and tolerate the inconsistencies in the generated feature models. We choose to use generated models because none of the large models are publicly available. The generated feature model contains a root feature. We can specify the number of the subtrees that are connected to the root feature, the height of the subtrees, the number of the child feature for each non-leaf feature in the subtrees, the number of the constraints. The percentage of the the variability of features are: Mandatory (25%) and Optional (75%). The priorities of constraints are randomly set between 1 to 5.

![Figure 5: Experiments results for randomly generated feature models](image)

The environment for our experiments is a Win 7 PC with a 2.66 GHz CPU, 2GB memory and the result is shown in Fig. 5. A mandatory feature or optional feature brings constraints with their parents, m-requires and requires, respectively. The constraints showed in the results are the constraints explicitly modeled into the feature models, they do not contain the simple constraints that are brought with the Mandatory and Optional feature.

In our approach, we check inconsistency and generate the PCS incrementally. For example, in the second case, 425 mandatory or optional features are added (each bring a constraint), and 50 constraints are explicitly modeled, we generate the PCS 475 times in total and cost 1.2s in all. The results indicate that our approach can scale up to large feature models.

## 6. RELATED WORK

Feature models are first proposed by Kang et al. [7] in the feature-oriented domain analysis (FODA) method. Since

---

then many researches focus on the detection of inconsistencies in feature models [3]. Maßen and Lichter [13] proposed a deficiency framework of feature model. They point out that inconsistency is one of the most severe deficiencies in feature models. Mannion et al. [8] was the first to use propositional formulas to find inconsistencies. Batory [2] proposed an approach to detecting deficiencies with SAT Solver. Benavides et al. [4] were the first to use constraint programming for analysis on feature models. Our previous work [16] focused on how to analyze feature models using BDD.

However, these approaches do not focus on how to find the unsatisfied constraints and tolerate inconsistencies in feature models. Balzer [1] pointed out the importance of tolerating inconsistencies, when the inconsistencies cannot be fixed. Trinidad et al. [12] focus on the explanation of inconsistencies in feature models, which helps find unsatisfied constraints. Nakajima et al. [9] propose some heuristics rules to find the unsatisfied core. However, these approaches do not provide explicit support to handle the tolerated inconsistencies and the scalability of these approaches is also not clear. Zowghi et al. [17] propose an approach to handling inconsistencies as a consequence of evolution changes performed on requirements specification, while our approach focuses on the inconsistencies in feature models.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we adopt the constraint hierarchy theory and extend the constraint solver—SkyBlue to implement a system that can effectively tolerate inconsistencies in feature models. The feature model is divided into two parts, consistent feature model part and the pending constraint set part, through building LGB method graphs. Domain analysts can construct the feature model by working on the CFM while handling the tolerated inconsistencies that are expressed explicitly by the PCS. Three operations are defined and supported by our system, with the purpose of helping domain analysts handle the tolerated inconsistencies. Our future work will focus on investigating the applicability of our approach.
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